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Staircase button E10, polar white matt - Push button 1
make contact (NO) white 51019909

Berker
51019909
4011334307938 EAN/GTIN

118,86 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

Staircase button E10, polar white matt 51019909 Composition of basic element with full cover plate, single button version, operating type rocker, contacts 1 NO contact,
number of operating rockers 0, number of modules (with modular design) 0, type of installation flush-mounted, type of fastening claw fastening, material plastic, material quality
thermoplastic, halogen-free, Surface untreated, design of the surface matt, color white, RAL number (similar) 9010, imprint without, suitable for degree of protection (IP) IP20,
nominal voltage 250V, rated current 2A, device width 81mm, device height 81mm, device depth 47.5mm, staircase button E10 complete S.1 polar white, matt. S.1 Program
description (long text) Switch program in the colors polar white glossy (similar to RAL 9010), white glossy (similar to RAL 1013), red glossy (similar to RAL 3003), made of
Duroplast, scratch-resistant and in the color polar white matt (similar to RAL 9010 ), color matt anthracite (similar to RAL 7021), made of thermoplastic, unbreakable and
impact-resistant. Frame 1x to 5x, can be used vertically or horizontally. Square basic shape with angular corners with a 0.4 mm rounding radius, with a curved geometry and a
glossy or matt surface. Rockers/covers with a curved geometry with an edge length of 55 mm x 55 mm and corners with a radius of 0.4 mm. Installation devices can be used IP
20 / 21. Possibility of inscription partly through inscribable rockers/covers as well as with inscribable frame 1x to 5x possible. Abrasion-resistant identification of the products by
printing. Can be illuminated according to workplace regulations. The material used is halogen-free and UV-stable, the surfaces are easy to clean and are resistant to
disinfectants. Over 200 applications.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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